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The hippocampus, located in the medial
temporal lobe, is essential for the forma-
tion of new declarative memories (Sco-
ville and Milner, 1957). In areas CA3 and
CA1, recurrent network connectivity al-
lows for the strengthening of synapses
between coactive neurons, acting as a
mechanism for the learning and storage of
new memories. In awake behaving ani-
mals, cholinergic modulation suppresses
the activity of recurrent hippocampal
connections and gives priority to the in-
coming sensory stream from the entorhi-
nal cortex, which then is encoded into the
short-term store of the hippocampus (for
review, see Gupta and Hasselmo, 2014).
Recall can occur at a later time, by reacti-
vation of the same neurons active during
encoding by use of a retrieval cue (Garner
et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012).

How are memories that are formed
during alert behavior consolidated from
the hippocampus into the long-term store
of the cortex? The “two-step” hypothesis
of memory consolidation suggests that
through the replay of memories, the hip-
pocampus can sufficiently potentiate cor-
tical synapses for the long-term storage of
new experiences (Marr, 1971; Buzsáki,
1989). Marr (1971) suggested that this

could only occur in the absence of signif-
icant sensory processing, such as during
sleep. Indeed, during sleep, ensemble re-
cordings of single neurons have detected
sequential reactivation of overlapping
place cells that resemble recordings taken
during encoding of a novel environment
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). In ad-
dition, local field potential recordings in
the hippocampus during states of low
activity demonstrate a distinct physiolog-
ical signature called the sharp-wave/ripple
(SPW/R) complex, which is characteri-
zed by heightened overall activity (sharp
waves) coupled with fast oscillations of in-
hibitory and excitatory activity (ripples).
These events display temporal dynamics,
which suggest they may be important for
synaptic modification in cortical targets
whose activity increases after SPW/Rs as
would be predicted by the “two-step” hy-
pothesis (Markram et al., 1997). Consis-
tent with this hypothesis, enhancing or
suppressing SPW/Rs enhances and im-
pairs memory consolidation, respecti-
vely (Girardeau et al., 2009; Barnes and
Wilson, 2014).

How such activity is generated in the
absence of sensation is unclear. However,
it is known that in the absence of cholin-
ergic modulation, activity at recurrent
synapses within the hippocampus is dom-
inant (Gupta and Hasselmo, 2014), which
may be due to highly synchronous input
from the cortex. The relationships be-
tween learning, replay, and SPW/Rs is also
unknown, although several hypotheses

have been offered, including a possible
involvement of dendritic amplification of
input. In a recent computational study,
Jahnke et al. (2015) incorporated nonlin-
ear dendrites, whose membrane poten-
tials spike after input has reached a certain
threshold, into recurrently connected net-
works resembling those of the hippocam-
pal subregions CA1 and CA3 to examine
how they might contribute to SPW/R and
replay generation.

To understand how SPW/Rs and re-
play are related to the consolidation of re-
cent memories into the cortical store,
Jahnke et al. (2015) trained a recurrent
artificial neural network to learn a virtual
sequence of spatial locations. This net-
work consisted of 2500 excitatory nodes
and 250 inhibitory nodes. Place fields
were randomly assigned, as were initial
synaptic weights. Importantly, dendritic
spikes occurred at recurrent synapses
when input into these dendrites exceeded
a certain threshold. A current pulse would
then be sent from the dendrite to the
soma, resulting in a greater depolarization
than would be provided from summated
input (Jahnke et al., 2015, their Fig. 1).

They trained this network by deliver-
ing current pulses to cells when the virtual
animal traversed the cells’ randomly as-
signed place fields. To mimic hippocam-
pal physiology, these current pulses were
locked into a background signal, meant to
play the role of the hippocampal theta os-
cillation. Learning in this network was
based on a spike-timing-dependent plas-
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ticity (STDP) rule. Though initially ran-
domly distributed, synaptic weights could
be modified such that synapses exhibiting
causal spikes (ie, postsynaptic spikes oc-
curring soon after presynaptic spikes)
were potentiated, whereas anticausal
activity (when postsynaptic spikes pre-
ceded presynaptic spikes) was depotenti-
ated. This resulted in a feedforward
network structure (Jahnke et al., 2015,
their Fig. 4D,E), meaning that neuronal
activity was sequential based on the indi-
vidual cells’ place fields along the track.
However, after a high number of trials
this network demonstrated pathological
“overlearning” (Jahnke et al., 2015, their
Fig. 5) and was thus modified so that po-
tentiation and depotentiation occurred
only when causal and anticausal activity
occurred within a specific timeframe.

After learning, the authors changed the
current pulses delivered to the network to
less resemble active learning and to more
resemble cortical input to the hippocam-
pus during rest, immediately preceding
SPW/Rs. This input was highly synchro-
nized and delivered to only a subset of the
network with nearby place-field centers.
This resulted in a cascade of activity across
the network. To determine whether this
activity resembled replay of the previous
experience, the order of individual spike
pairs during replay was examined in rela-
tion to the ordering during learning. The
total number of “false” spike pairs, in
which the two nodes reversed spiking or-
der between learning and replay, was sub-
tracted from the total number of “true”
spike pairs in which the order was pre-
served. This was normalized by the total
number of spike pairs examined, such that
the matching index ( I) between learning
and replay was as follows:

I � (True Spike Pairs

� False Spike Pairs)/(True Spike

Pairs � False Spike Pairs)

After just five runs along the virtual track,
synchronous stimulation could elicit replay
that had a matching index significantly �0
(Jahnke et al., 2015, their Fig. 8, compare
B,C). With more trials, the matching index
grew (Jahnke et al., 2015, their Fig. 8B). As
the number of trials increased, the number
of stimulated neurons needed to achieve the
optimal matching index became smaller
(Jahnke et al., 2015, their Fig. 8B). Further-
more, nonspecific stimulation of a subset of
this network (rather than a subset with
neighboring place cells), also resulted in a

positive matching index (Jahnke et al., 2015,
their Fig. 10).

During replay, nodes that received
synchronous stimulation stimulated an
even greater number of postsynaptic
nodes to spike. This second pulse elicited
an even greater third pulse, as more and
more neurons become excited. This in-
creased overall activity, resembling the
sharp wave events, contained within it
complementary oscillations of excitatory
and inhibitory activity (Jahnke et al.,
2015, their Fig. 7C–F), which both pre-
vents epileptic activity and resembles rip-
ple events. Importantly, this replay
occurred at a frequency (�200 Hz) simi-
lar to the frequency found experimentally
(150 –250 Hz). Furthermore, this replay
only occurred when the incoming stimu-
lant was sufficiently synchronized across
the network. Thus, replay did not occur
during the learning of the virtual track.

One of the essential tasks that the
hippocampus must carry out is the sep-
aration of multiple memory traces. The
network in this study was able to learn
and replay multiple virtual tracks.
When replay was elicited after learning
multiple tracks, only synchronous stim-
ulation of neurons involved in a partic-
ular sequence resulted in a replay
matching index that was substantially
�0 (Jahnke et al., 2015, their Fig. 11 A).
When inducing replay, stimulation of a
subset of neurons that encoded track 3,
for instance, resulted in positive I values
when the spike sequences were com-
pared with encoding of track 3, but re-
sulted in I values closer to 0 compared
with the encoding activity of track 2
(Jahnke et al., 2015, their Fig. 11 A).

In summary, this computational model
showed that after undergoing STDP-based
synaptic modification during learning, fe-
edforward structures within a recurrent net-
work form, storing the experience. Upon
synchronized stimulation of a subset of a
stored memory trace, dendritic spikes trig-
ger a replay of activity patterns present at
learning. This replay is characterized by an
overall increase in network activity coupled
with a high-frequency oscillation of inhibi-
tory and excitatory activity, resembling the
hippocampal SPW/Rs. Thus, this model
unifies learning, replay, and SPW/Rs. From
this model, the authors make three predic-
tions: (1) dendritic spikes are present at re-
current synapses in both CA3 and CA1; (2)
these dendritic spikes generate the action
potentials involved in replay and SPW/Rs;
and (3) if dendritic spikes can be selectively
abolished, replay and SPW/R generation
will be impaired.

In addition, this study has provided
clues about what the cortical input the
hippocampus that induces SPW/R and
replay activity must resemble. This input
has to be highly synchronous and must
target a subset of a particular memory
trace in order for the replay to match
that particular experience. Hippocampal
memory traces can remain in the hip-
pocampus for days and perhaps weeks
(Denny et al., 2014). Thus, at any one
time, the hippocampus stores many indi-
vidual traces. It will be important to deter-
mine whether cortically driven replay of
certain traces is preferentially generated
over other, perhaps less adaptive, memory
traces. This may work as a gating mecha-
nism to determine which memories be-
come stabilized and consolidated into the
long-term store, and which memories are
subsequently forgotten. It has been sug-
gested that dopaminergic hippocampal
modulation during novel or rewarding
experiences may enhance synaptic modi-
fication in the hippocampus, increase the
probability that these experiences will be
replayed and promote the consolidation
of these experiences (Lisman and Grace,
2005; Atherton et al., 2015), thus acting as
a gating mechanism.

The role of replay and SPW/Rs in the
consolidation of specific memory traces
during low-activity has yet to be inves-
tigated. What may be of use to investi-
gators are recently developed genetic
mouse models that can tag an encoding
population with fluorescent reporters
(Liu et al., 2012; Denny et al., 2014),
designer receptors exclusively activated
by designer drugs (Garner et al., 2012),
channelrhodopsins (Liu et al., 2012;
Denny et al., 2014), or other proteins of
interest. For instance, expression of cal-
cium indicators in these populations
may be combined with calcium imaging
in dorsal CA1 and cortex to understand
how replay and SPW/Rs play a role in
clearing these traces from the hip-
pocampus or consolidating them into
the long-term cortical store.
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